
The chin strap can be easily removed when using the helmet for 
ground operations and the buckle is designed with a safety release 
to break away between 15 and 25 kg.

headlamp.

The energy absorbing internal shell is made of high-density EPS 
foam. The webbing suspension system adapts to the shape of the 
head for a uniform and comfortable fit.

An industrial safety helmet designed for great comfort and the 
highest grade of protection.
The robust ABS + polycarbonate shell features wide ventilation holes 
protected by metal mesh covers.

The vertical position of the polyamide headband is adjustable both in 
the front and back. Turn dial adjustment is easy to operate with one 
hand and ensures a secure and precise fit. Adapter kit for small 
heads is included. The helmet comes standard with sweat-absorbing 
padding on the suspension system. Water-repellent foam 
replacement padding is also included in the packaging.

Equipped with attachment points for ear protection, visor and

colored stickers.
One size fits all.
Standards:
- EN 397 + very low temperature (-20°C).

Available in 4 colors and further customizable with 9 versions of

ROPE ACCESS TREE CLIMBING ROOFS

CONSTRUCTION

TOWERS/INDUSTRY

1 - Red

4 - Orange 7 - White3 - Fluo yellow /
Riflective grey
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Ares Air Pro
with visor ref.074901

PLATFORMS
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Foam padding

Ares Visor
0749 Clear
074901 Shaded
Compatible with all Ares series helmets.
(Supplied separately).

074901

0749

Adapter kit for
reducing the size

Mesh padding
(installed on the helmet)

Parts included in the package

1. The robust ABS + polycarbonate shell.

2. Wide ventilation holes protected by metal mesh covers.

3. The energy absorbing internal shell is made of high-density 
EPS foam.

4. The webbing suspension system adapts to the shape of the 
head for a uniform and comfortable fit.

6. Turn dial adjustment is easy to operate with one hand and 
ensures a secure and precise fit. Adapter kit for small heads is 
included.

7. The helmet comes standard with sweat-absorbing padding on 
the suspension system. Water-repellent foam replacement 
padding is also included in the packaging.

5. The vertical position of the polyamide headband is adjustable 
both in the front and back.

8. The chin strap can be easily removed when using the helmet 
for ground operations and the buckle is designed with a safety 
release to break away between 15 and 25 kg.

9. Equipped with attachment points for ear protection, visor and
headlamp.

12. Fluo yellow / Reflective grey helmet version is supplied with 
reflective stickers for high visibility. Reflective stickers are supplied 
also separately as spare part (ref.074509).

11. Label for personal identification (user name, company name 
etc.). 

10. CE marking and serial number label.
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